Characters D6 / Opeepit
Name: Opeepit
Species: Frigosian
Gender: Male
Hair color: Yellow
MOVE - 10
DEXTERITY: 2D
Dodge: 4D
Running: 3D+2
PERCEPTION: 3D
Gambling: 4D
Hide: 3D+2
Persuasion: 3D+1
Sneak: 4D+2
KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2
Bureaucracy: 3D+2
Business: 3D+1
Planetary Systems: 4D+2
Streetwise:: 5D+1
STRENGTH: 2D+2
Lifting: 4D+2
Stamina: 5D+1
MECHANICAL: 3D
TECHNICAL: 2D+1
Droid Programming/Repair: 3D+1
Security: 3D+2
EQUIPMENT
CREDITS 20
Breathing Mask, Heavy Black Goggles, Floor Cleaning Machine
Cybernetics:
Cybernetic hands
FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS - 1
DARK SIDE POINTS - 0
CHARACTER POINTS - 2
Description: Opeepit was a Frigosian male who lived on the Colossus refueling station during the era of
the New Republic. He was the station's sole janitor.
Opeepit was the janitor of the Colossus platform. When Kazuda Xiono first visited the Office of
Acquisitions, he went past the Frigosian while he cleaned the floor. When Xiono was running to stop Jace
Rucklin from racing, he was blocked by Opeepit and a number of droids that were working in the corridor.
When Tamara Ryvora and Synara San conversed in the Colossus marketplace, they put their junk in a
bin Opeepit was carrying. Later on, pirates attacked the Colossus. Opeepit chased a Hassk pirate around
with his floor sweeper. When Xiono and Torra Doza were later visiting the market, Opeepit was there.
Following the First Order's rescue of Torra from the Warbird gang, First Order stormtroopers occupied
the Colossus. Opeepit was talking to the Gotal Rolt in the marketplace when three stormtroopers
harassed the Rodian Glem. He was later cleaning the floors when two stormtroopers approached him
and asked how long he had worked on the Colossus. Opeepit replied and they decided to confiscate his
floor sweeper, much to the janitor's resistance. Later that day, he encountered Xiono and San in a
turbolift and complained about the confiscation, prompting the two to express their sympathy.
Without his floor sweeper, Opeepit was forced to clean the floors with a brush. While scrubbing at a hall
intersection, a stormtrooper walked into the puddle and he told him to go around. As the trooper left, he
annoyingly stated that Opeepit would clean the floors faster with a floor sweeper, which left him muttering
sarcastically to himself. That evening, he was carrying a basket of fruit when the same stormtrooper
pushed past him, knocking the fruit out of his hands. Enraged Opeepit kicked one of the fruit aside as two
more stormtroopers passed him. Sometime later, Opeepit was scrubbing the floors in the marketplace
when the Colossus began sinking. Large doors sealed off the outside to prevent internal flooding, but not
before some of the sea water poured into where Opeepit was cleaning.
Personality and traits
Opeepit was a male Frigosian with yellow hair and cybernetic hands.
Equipment
Opeepit wore a breathing mask and heavy black goggles to protect him from Castilon's atmosphere and
light. He used a floor sweeper.
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